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Sometimes the voices in your head are real.Lillim Callina is crazy, at least, that&apos;s what the
doctors tell her. Still, despite their insistence that everything is normal, that monsters don&apos;t
really hide under the bed and werewolves don&apos;t really howl at the moon, Lillim can&apos;t
shake the feeling they&apos;re just plain wrong.So what&apos;s a girl just released from a mental
hospital to do? Pretend. And that&apos;s what Lillim does. Pretend everything is normal. Pretend
her school is real. Pretend the cute boy is really walking with her down the hall. Pretend her mother
isn&apos;t really dead.Because if she doesn&apos;t, they&apos;ll toss her back in crazy jail and
throw away the key. If that happens, there will be no way for her to escape, assuming, of course,
that she isn&apos;t actually crazy. Mind Games is the sixth book in The Lillim Callina Chronicles, an
urban fantasy series by New York Times Bestselling author, J.A. Cipriano. Readers who enjoyed
Jim Butcher&apos;s The Dresden Files, Patricia Brigg&apos;s Mercy Thompson series, or Kevin
Hearne&apos;s The Iron Druid Chronicles will likely enjoy this paranormal adventure.*Prequel 1:
Wardbreaker (ASIN: B015XBES6M) is on sale for only $0.99!**Book 1: Kill It With Magic (ASIN:
B00NLZMRO8) is on sale for only $0.99!**Book 7: Fatal Ties (ASIN: B01KG85GEU) is on sale for
only $3.99!*
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It's hard to describe the way this series is. It's a great read, full of action, magic, surprises, funny
characters, disturbing twists and turns.You are drawn into a strange world that exists just outside of
your perception. The more I read the farther the I was drawn into a fantasyworld. I enjoyed all of the
stories but the last book. I was left confused, empty and saddened. All good things must end but is
that all thereis? I tried reading a spin off of the series hoping for more of the same enjoyment but
again I was left with, that's it? That's the way you aregoing to end it? I was sorely disappointed with
the ending of both of the series but that still does not detract from the enjoyment I got forreading
them through.

I'd loved the series up to this one. That made it just that extra bit harder to keep reading when our
heroine kept being stupid way past the point of ridiculousness. Seriously, after devouring every
book up to this one, that I stopped reading this one in frustration on two separate occasions
because she broke character should give you a hint just how different this was to the excellent
stories that went before it.

I received this book in exchange for a review.This book keeps you guessing, and then some. Is she
crazy? Is she trapped in her head? Your left wondering for a long time. I recommend reading the
rest of the books before this one as what's real and what's not very closely mirror each other except
for minor differences. If your not familiar with the rest of the series you may miss why Lillim is
doubting herself and what's real. Even characters from the beginning of the series make an
appearance, and it is a roller coaster ride to figure out what is going on. It tugs at your heart when
you wonder which reality will she choose? One where she is a kick ass fighter and her mother is
dead or the one where she is a normal girl with both parents to care for her. There is some violence
and no sexual content.

This was another great story about Lillim and the dilemmas she gets into. In this story she winds up
in a fictional world where she's diagnosed as being crazy. In this world her mother is alive and she's
not the leader of the Discouri, she works in an office. It took almost all of the book before Lillim
escapes the fictional world. She was able to escape with the help of ISIS after spending a very nice

day with her mother.

Loved the last 5 books. Have read them all within the past 6 days. This book, however, I did not
enjoy. I found myself skimming past over 20% of the books pointless, repetitive, details.Please,
please, please do not make the next book solely about an illusionary prison world constructed by
Fenris.

Lillim begins to believe that she has lost her mind in this book. She takes the reader with her as she
falls into her own thoughts. J.A. Cipriano shows serious writing talent with Mind Games. Off to start
reading the next one now.
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